Logitech M221
Silent Wireless
Mouse - Black
Silent, compact, and comfortable, the Logitech M221
Silent Wireless Mouse makes a savvy addition to your
workspace! Say goodbye to distracting clicking sounds
as M221 decreases over 90%* noise, allowing you to
work in a quieter, more productive environment. This
nifty desktop companion also boasts a small and
portable form factor, so you can stay on top of your daily
tasks even on the go. Key Features Silent Clicks:
Indulge in a peaceful working environment as this
Logitech M221 Wireless Mouse reduces over 90%* of
distracting clicking noise. Efficient Performance:
Logitech M221 utilises a high-performance optical
sensor, so you can enjoy seamless cursor control on
nearly any surface. It also sports three buttons
(Left/Right-click and Middle-click) for effortless
navigation and a user-friendly wheel for line-by-line
scrolling. Compact and Portable: M221 boasts a small,
wireless, and portable profile, making it the perfect fit for
your mobile workspace. You can easily place it atop
tight desks or store it in your laptop bag for grab-and-go
use. Optimised Form: Logitech M221 Silent Wireless
Mouse has a contoured shape that conforms to your
hand’s natural curves. It feels great to hold and keeps
you comfortable even after long hours of working.
Ambidextrous Design: Ultra-versatile, this mouse is
designed to be equally suitable for both left- and righthanded individuals. Long-Lasting Battery: This wireless
mouse offers up to 18 months of battery life, letting you
do more before the next battery switch up. In addition, it
comes with an on/off switch button and auto-sleep
power-saving mode. Plug-and-Forget Nano Receiver:
The mouse’s Nano receiver provides a strong and
stable connection up to 10 metres**. Simply plug it into
your computer or laptop to use the mouse right away.
Broad Compatibility: The M221 mouse works with

Windows®, macOS, Chrome OS™ and Linux® enabled
devices with an available USB port. Stunning Range:
Logitech’s M221 Silent Wireless Mouse Range is
available in an array of sleek colours to match your
style. *Sound level comparison between Logitech M221
and Logitech M170. Left click dBA measured by an
independent lab at 1m. **Wireless range may vary
based on user, environmental and computing
conditions.

Features
All Product Details
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Product
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Logitech
Wireless Mice

Dimensions

Product Width
Product Depth

6 cm
3.9 cm

Product Height
Product
Weight

9.9 cm
.07 kg

Warranty

Manufacturers

36 Months
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